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Ever Since The Night Alex Donally Found The Demon Blade In
His Hand And In His Thoughts He Has Been Driven To Fight
Evil When He Meets Deb Marchand, He Feels Compelled To
Protect Her From Her Violent Ex And Aroused By The Visions
Of Passionate Encounters They Both Experience When They
Touch The Blade Is Showing Them What They Can Have If
Deb Can Risk Giving Her Trust And Heart To A Vigilante
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Alex Donally the demon blade which hungers and
consumes the blood and body of humans has bonded to

Little House in the Big
Woods

Alex though it isn t inherently good it goes with the morals
of the holder and it changes forms sharp knife, sword,
baton, etc as needed Deb Marchand ran away and is
hiding from an abusive ex boyfriend she s landed in Ohio,
and is working at an auto store Alex, the quintessential
looking bad boy with an air of violence, has been coming
into the store over the last months, and correctly reading
Deb s interest, but her determination to keep her
distance, so besides some covert glances back and forth,
it s only business Until he has a misstep with the local
drug runners, is roughed up, and instead of taking a day
of healing yes, the knife speeds up healing , he goes to
the store where he s seen by one of the bad guys who try
to intimidate Deb by tossing the store around so that she
ll give them his credit card info and he comes in, helps,
and gives her his card in case she needs helpand her
picture ends up in the newspaper, and before she can
head out, her ex shows up she runs, hides, and hours
later, behind the book store, she finally thinks to call
AlexHe shows up they escape her ex trying to ram them
with his car the demon blade as baton bashes his window
and derails him they go to his house talk and love he tells
her about the bladehe is startled awake by the blade they
try to escape, ex is there they win the day and together
follow the knife s calling to another city
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Her past has made it so that Deb has kept her head low,
but even though she s pretended not to, it hasn t kept her

I, Claudius

from noticing the gorgeous bad boy who regularly comes
to her store The day that Alex walks in battered, Deb s
compassion overrides her caution, even though another
bad boy is the last thing that she needs in her life
especially one who trails danger in his wake Deb has
learned the hard way to trust no one but when Alex s
troubles lead Deb s past to her doorstep, trusting the
mysterious stranger may be her only hope of
survival.Demon Touch was short but good I really liked
both of the leads, especially Alex with his self deprecating
humor and his protective streak and how he is so careful
with the damaged Deb It makes the way that they come
together physically for the first time actually work the
return to sensuality for a victim of abuse is rarely handled
so well Alex s curse also adds an interesting element to
the story and I thought that the glimpses of the future that
it gave Alex upped the emotionally ante, especially in the
final scene in which we get a glimpse of how things could
have turned out.So I really enjoyed Demon Touch Durgin
is one of my favorite Nocturne authors, I really like her
shape shifting Sentinel s romances too Lion Heart
Sentinels, 2 , so I am glad to see how well she handled
this different kind of paranormal tale.
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Short n sweet Right away, you trust Alex His dark eyes,
mysterious ways even though he hasn t spoke to you yet
Even after his knife seems to morph into whatevers and
so did Deb A 4.5 stars if ever i read one.
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